
Work Flow for
Solo Developers and Small Teams

emma@emmajane.net

There's no audio yet.

We'll start at 2PM (Eastern Time).



Today

1. Developer’s Environment
(The Command Line)

2. Version Control Basics

3.Developer Tools for Larger Teams



“I’ve Tried, And I Can’t Learn This Stuff”

● It’s not your fault. Honest.
● The way we teach web stuff isn’t the way that you 

probably need to be exposed to the information in 
order to learn it.

● Blame the teachers, not yourself.
● Or maybe not blame but, be persistent when 

working to solve important and sticky problems.



How Do We “Teach” Web Dev?

● RTFM: read the manual
● Here are all the commands, here are all the 

options. Memorize everything, and figure out later 
how to apply the knowledge.



How Do We “Self-Teach” Web Dev?

● Guess at what the problem is.
● Search on the internet.
● Find someone else’s description of how they 

solved, what you hope is a similar problem.



Adults Learn Best When They Can Be Selfish.

Andragogy assumes the following about the design of 
learning:
● Adults have the need to know why they are 

learning something.
● Adults learn through doing.
● Adults are problem-solvers.
● Adults learn best when the subject is of immediate 

use.



Define the Problems
You Truly Want to Solve.
● Your problem might sound like:

My client keeps changing his mind, and but they 
don’t want to pay me to redo the work.

● Your problem doesn’t sound like:
My client wants me to memorize all the parameters 
for using Git at the command line.



Solve Real Problems

1. Define your real problem clearly.

2. Learn how to use a tool to get your problem 
solved.

3.Try solving the problem. Take notes about how 
smooth it was to solve your problem. Write 
recommendations to your future self on how you’d 
solve the problem in the future now that you know 
what you know.



Disaster Recovery Planning

AKA Motivated Learning via Real Problems

Let’s solve problems before they occur (or at least 
have a really awesome Plan B if something does go 
wrong).



Problem:

What version of the file is on my server?
● “diff” -- what's the difference?
● never edit directly on the server, always “pull” from 

another location
● install only code which has a version associated 

with it (e.g. module.info)



Problem:

What Was I Thinking When I Wrote This?
● add in-code documentation
● use frequent commit messages, but only share (or 

“push”) relatively stable code
● put radically different, or unrelated, ideas into 

different branches
● put related ideas, which are allowed to evolve, into 

the same branch, but add tags to show milestones
● for very significant milestones, you may want to 

have different (numbered) branches



Problem:

Untested Code (Eventually) Breaks Stuff
● create a development environment on another 

machine.
● copy your data down (backup and migrate)
● keep everything versioned (have a central 

repository that is web-accessible which you can 
“pull” changes from for both your local env + dev 
server)

● upload your tested configuration changes.



Problem:

My Client Changed Their Mind ... Again
● You need a giant undo button to be able to roll 

back your code to a previous state.
● build all three designs (get basics right, then modify 

only bits but tag between each)
● add lots of “milestones” to your code so that you 

can see easily where things changed



Problem:

I Changed Something, And Broke Stuff.
● Make only very small changes before making 

commits.
● Commits in distributed version control systems are 

like an “undo” button you can apply after restarting 
your computer.

● Make only related changes within one commit. e.g. 
only font changes; vs. only colour changes



Problem:

My Computer Died...Now What?
● having your configuration files saved (and perhaps 

versioned) means you can quickly recover an entire 
system



Problem:

Two Clients Want Something Similar...
● one central repo
● create branches for each client
● where it makes sense, merge common functionality 

back into the main branch / trunk



Problem:

My [Collaborator] Overwrote My Work.
● You’re working with a very tiny team and you think 

you don’t need a whole source control system.
● Except you keep overwriting each others’ work.
● Create a centralized repository that you both 

check your work into and push from that 
centralized server to the “live” site.

● On a regular basis “pull” your partner’s work from 
the centralized repo.



Homework

Write a list of all the problems you'd like to solve. 
Make sure your “problem” includes:
● A description of all the people involved.
● A description of what makes the problem “bad”.
● A description of what the situation would look like 

once “fixed”.



A Developer’s Environment



Together, Yet Separate



The command line is used in many free,
online resources.



GUIs reveal complexity in different ways.

SourceTree, OSX

SmartGit, cross-platform



$ _



In the Beginning, 
Was the Command Line
A command-line interface (CLI) is a means of 
interaction with a computer program where the user 
(or client) issues commands to a program in the 
form of successive lines of text (command lines).

The command-line interface evolved from a form of 
dialog once conducted by humans over teleprinter 
machines, in which human operators remotely 
exchanged information, usually one line of text at a 
time.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Command-line_interface



Commands Affect Your Environment

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logo_(programming_language)



Commands Affect Your Environment

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRhbcDzbGSU



define:prompt

a transitive verb meaning To move to action.

? forward 90

> open mailbox

At the command line, you are constantly being asked 
by the computer, “What action would you like to take 
next?”



Command Line Interface

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Command_Prompt



$ bash

● OSX and Linux are offshoots of Unix.
● Both use the GNU Bourne Again Shell (Bash) for 

their command line environments.
● System commands should work the same (ish) on 

both systems.
● Windows uses an executable program, 

COMMAND.EXE. Its commands are different.



Commands
(verb)

● One-word actions:
– sing
– jump
– look

● One-word commands:
– help
– exit
– history



Commands With Parameters
(verb noun)

● An action, and a direct object:
– take book
– read pamphlet
– open window

● Commands with parameters:
– cd /var/www
– man <command_name>
– mv file_current_name.jpg file_new_name.jpg



Commands With Modifiers + Parameters
(verb adjective noun)

● Refining the request:
– go down stairs
– take blue pill
– open left door

● Adding a flag/switch/modifier:
– mkdir -p parent_directory/sub-directory
– tar xvf file_to_extract.tar.gz
– ls -lh



Ten Commands I Use All the Time

ls list files

cd change the current directory

mv move a file to a new location (and/or rename)

cp copy a file

pwd print working directory (answers: where am I?)

rm remove file

clear refresh the screen

man read the manual page for a specific command

tar work with packages of files

chmod change the “mode” (aka permissions) of a file or directory



“All” The Commands

http://www.commandlinefu.com/commands/browse
This site includes a “rating” function.



Learning the CLI tools
makes your knowledge portable.
● OSX and Linux both use the same flavour of 

command line environment (“the shell”).
● Not all Web server applications have a graphical 

administrative interface, so learning to use the 
command line allows you to run server applications 
in your local developer environment.

● Sequences of commands can be captured as 
scripts, which you can run on any compatible 
machine without having to point-and-click.



Homework

Using only the command line, complete the following 
tasks:
● Find the file node.module in Drupal core's module 

directory.
You will need to use the commands ls and cd.

● Download and unpack the module Backup and 
Migrate.
You will need to use the commands wget and tar.



Standardizing the Developer Environment

● Drupal is deployed usually on a Linux server.
● Create a test environment for yourself that 

matches your “live” environment.
– Acquia's Developer Desktop
– WebEnabled
– VirtualBox
– Vagrant
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